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Club Views Ellison’s Collection to See 

 How Royalty Rolls 

Among other very special cars, John Ellison’ s  Collection in San Marcos  

holds a Rolls-Royce that once carried Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth of 

England during her royal  tours.                                           ( See inside )  
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Hello fellow classic motorists, 
 
   With the second half of the year beginning, it is time (or it is even overdue) for your board and your tour director to make arrange-
ments for the tours and events for the remainder of this year. There are several tours and events in varying stages of planning. 
Some of the upcoming events we have specific dates for, with particulars to follow as we get more organized. Other potential tours 
are just ideas at this point, and will need much more planning to set a date and the specifics for the event. I will list below our plans 
in roughly chronological order, given that only some of our events have specific dates.   Our events are determined to a significant 
degree by the heat in east San Diego County, and in Palm Springs.  This meteorological fact determines when we head west, or 
when we head east. 
   The first event that appeals to the board, and hopefully to all members, is a relaxed drive through Coronado. On to Mission Bay 
and lunch at the Bahia Hotel on a Sunday , August 20th. ( See the back page) This is as far to the cool west as we can get in the 
heat of summer, (without getting on a boat) and is a cool and relaxing destination to look forward to, and to drive to, in a classic car, 
or a non-classic.  We had our last year’s Holiday party there, and the many of you who attended that event will remember what an 
ideal setting it is. Because our members are spread through two counties, my idea is to have each of us drive to Mission Beach on 
our own, at our own pace, and have the destination and lunch itself be the event, rather than trying to organize a meandering drive 
in the summer heat. The hotel can reserve parking spaces for our cars, just as they did in December. We would eat in the hotel 
restaurant, as we cannot reserve a special room unless lots of people say they will attend. Stay tuned for the specifics on this likely 
first tour of the summer. 
   We are overdue for another pleasant driving tour of Rancho Santa Fe, which we have not done for several years, and Carl and 
Vicki Zeiger have suggested that they can organize a driving tour through the ranch any time in the year. Rancho Santa Fe is cool 
enough with all its trees to be a good tour even in the summer months. Their idea is to have a tour start somewhere west of their 
house, and end at their house. Stay tuned. 
  Jack Heacock has organized (for other car clubs he belongs to) a “Poker Run” consisting of a tour of East San Diego County, in 
late October or November. This enjoyable tour needs to be in the cooler part of the year, for comfort, whether we drive our classic 
cars or newer cars. Jack wants it to be on a Sunday, as traffic is at a minimum on that day of the week. His drive includes touring 
the Mt. Helix area, and ends in Poway for lunch. Stay tuned for dates. 
  Mike Adams is working on a tour of a noteworthy auto collection in the Los Angeles area. The specifics of this tour, which most of 
our members will want to attend (when they discover whose famous collection it is) are not yet settled.  But it looks like it will not be 
set up until September or later. Again, stay tuned. 
   Ben Oakes, of our CCCA region, and of the Pierce-Arrow Club, is organizing a tour to Palm Springs, overnight, combining the two 
clubs. The plan will be to drive to Palm Springs on Saturday November 4th, and drive back on Sunday November 5th. This tour is in 
the planning stages as far as a hotel to spend the night at, and where we might eat. He hopes that we will be able to visit the Frank 
Wenzel car collection. 
   Eric Voigt is planning to give another of his informative judging seminars on November 11, with the location not yet specified. 
There have been some significant changes made in the judging sheets and the judging process, and it will be informative for any-
one interested in the judging process to attend this seminar.  Eric is our club expert on issues of judging. 
   Anyone wanting to make suggestions for a tour, or wanting to organize a tour for our club is encouraged to get in touch with Mike 
Adams, tour director, or Carl Zeiger, associate director, or Don Williams, director. We love new ideas. 
As the specifics for the tentative tours mentioned above are finalized, mailers will be sent to members to encourage us all to partici-
pate in driving in our cars, classic or otherwise, to events.  As I said several times above, “stay tuned.” 
 
Happy Motoring! 
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DIRECTOR … Don Williams … cadlincpierce@aol.com 

MEMBERSHIP … Carl Zeiger … czeiger@cox.net                   

SECRETARY … Jim Greene  … jgreene@bahiahotel.com 

TREASURER … Jack Heacock … jackheacock@yahoo.com 

TOURS … Mike Adams … mikesadams4@gmail.com 

NEWSLETTER … Denise Stewart … denise.stewart@hotmail.com 

PALM SPRINGS REP … Joel Cutler … cljc@dc.rr.com 

AT LARGE … Tom O’Hara … gonebananasbeach@cs.com 

                     Tim Pestotnik … tim@pestotnik.com 

WEBMASTER … Pierre LaPointe … pierre@drivevinty.com 

 

Symphony of Cars 
                                                                     by Vicki Zeiger 

   Seven years has gone by since the first concours level event 
was held in Pasadena at Lacey Park under the leadership of 
Aaron Weiss, (a Southern California, and San Diego/Palm 
Springs, CCCA member of both clubs). Each year the event has 
grown at every level: cars, donors, sponsors, advertisers, ven-
dors, volunteers, and spectators. And, within the Concours this 
year, a CCCA Grand Classic was held which generally is includ-
ed every other year. 
   This event has raised over $1.2 million dollars since inception 
with the money going to many great causes in the Southern Cali-
fornia area with grants ranging from $1,000 to $5000. 
   Aaron and his team are to be congratulated; not only for a 
great car event but also for the benefits granted to so many de-
serving causes. 
   There were over 50 full Classics on the CCCA marked field 
and although we have only shown three great examples here, 
watch for the complete line up in our National magazine soon 
under the capable direction of Ron Verschoor. 
   Next year, San Diego/Palm Springs will be holding a Grand 
Classic on the front lawn of The Inn at Rancho Santa Fe from 
March 16-18, 2018. 

(Above) 1934 Packard 1101 Convertible Roadster, owned 

by Robert Escalante, Santa Ana, CA   (Below) 1930 Mar-

mon, Big 8, owned by Sue and Butch Marcione   (Below 

left) 1935 Packard  8, 1204, Dual Cowl Phaeton owned 

by Earl Rubenstein, El Secundo, CA. 



 

 

   (Left) Mike Adams, Tour Director for SD/PS 

CCCA learns more about the extraordinary col-

lection of cars that John Ellison (Right) shared 

with  our club on the Royalty Run back in May. 

Ellison’s collection  of about 45 cars is highlight-

ed by a Rolls-Royce that carried Queen Elizabeth 

on a royal occasion.    

   Ellison’s collection includes Cadillacs, Lincolns, 

Packards, Bentleys and some non-classics.   

    After gathering in Ranch Santa Fe among Se-

cret Car Club members earlier in the morning, 

Club members made a brief tour of North County 

roads up to San Marcos. There they enjoyed 

some tasty refreshments while they explored the 

museum that also includes some memorabilia of 

John’s career in the movie business. 
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The British Royalty Tour 



 

 
 

Her Royal Highness Queen Elizabeth of England rode in this 1967 Rolls-Royce Phantom Five Landaulette. It is described in de-

tail on this graphic displayed in John Ellison’s Calumet Museum in San Marcos. This Rolls-Royce body style is sold only to heads 

of state and is almost impossible to be obtained by private buyers.  Originally, it was owned by Nicoli Ceausescu, President of 

Romania, then by Queen Elizabeth, ridden in by Princess Grace of Monacco, but was added to John’s collection in 2010. 
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   Graphic displays 

like the one above 

provide museum 

visitors with perti-

nent information 

about the cars’ 

provenance.  Note 

the unique wood 

finish in the interior 

of this elegant ride. 



 

 

   We all know that many automobile technological advances were the 
result of, or influenced by, early car racing. This is not about rounding up 
our CCCA True Classics  for a closed circuit or long distance road race, 
but to reflect  on the courageous, daring, ingenious, creative people who 
put up everything on the new experiments called horseless carriages and 
contributed  to the evolution to the early classics as we know them.  
   This article has been based on the book “Early Cars” chapter called 
“Motoring Competitions”  by Michael Sedgwick, published in 1962. 
    The new auto industry was truly experimental in all aspects. In 1894 
the 1st World Race was run from Paris to Rouen France. There was no 
difference between the touring and racing cars. It would have been diffi-
cult to differentiate between competitors and the few horseless carriages 
with their solid tires and irreversible steering wheel (not easily returned 
after making a turn, deflection, etc.). So an early change was the crea-
tion of the steering wheel vs the earlier  stick.  
   The early racing goal was to make it to the finish line. Race, rally and 
parts reliability were the main concerns making experimentation of de-
sign and function a way of life. 
   Also, documented entries in the1894 race were Rousselet’s car pow-
ered by gravity; Leval’s baricycle which moved by the weight of the pas-
sengers; Loubiere which employed a multiple system of levers; Barthele-
my, a system of pendulums; Soudais, a semi-electric car and Bellanger 
who simply stated his carriage was “self-acting”. Even if these extremes 
never faced a starter, their existence on paper alone indicates there were 
no set rules governing motor cars for competition. Everything was experi-
mental. So by the turn of the century, manufacturers used racing to try   
out new ideas, as they still do today.     
    Additional milestones of that era include pneumatic tires by Andre 
Michelin used in the 1895 Paris to Bordeaux race. Within 3 years solid 
tires would be unthinkable in racing.  So by 1898 racers were using 
wheel steering, pneumatic tires and some type of electric ignition. Addi-
tionally all 4 wheels were made the same diameter to provide stability 
(not universal on touring cars even by 1904).  
   By 1901 some huge cars emerged such as the Mors, which used a 10-
litre engine and the Napier which used a 16 1/2 liter monster. This result-
ed in maximum weight requirements to be eligible to race. In 1902 the 
big car class was set at 1000kg, with the smaller class at 650kg. This 
marked the divergence of racing cars from touring vehicles.  In 1907 
Panhard installed a 13.7 liter 90 bhp engine ending with a car that 
weighed 1 ton. It also used flexible motor mounts in place of the rigid sub
-frame  (frame distortion was an acute problem in those days). In 1908 
the big Itala, used a 12 liter (capable of 100 mph in top gear), using a low
-tension magneto ignition and Mercedes type overhead inlet  and side 
exhaust valves. Mercedes had developed mechanically operated inlet 
valves adapted by the Darracq’s 7.4 liter engine and also the pressed 
steel frame which could be drilled to create holes  to reduce weight. 
   From the earliest days  Renault had used shaft drive including the 
1906 Grand Prix which they won. By 1912  the big chain-drive Fiats and 
Lorraine-Dietrichs were in a minority. The 1913 Grand Prix was won by a 
chain driven Mercedes marking the last  Grand Prix victory using a chain.   
   In 1906, Renault, Fiat, Brassier and Itala were using detachable rims. 
De Dion’s  light cars had developed the high speed engine. 

Some bizarre machines resulted from the formulae which limited cylinder 
bores and were of little concern with piston strokes.  
   The design feature in 1908-1911 was front-end independent  suspen-
sion on a single cylinder  Sizaire-Naudin.  
   1914 saw the Grand Prix formulae based on cylinder capacity which is 
the governing standard to this day.  
   The last pre-WWI Grand Prix , with a capacity limit of 4 1/2 liters had 
only one manufacturer, Aquila-Italiana, used more than 4 cylinders but 
Sunbeam, Peugot and Delage used twin over-head camshaft engines, 
while Mercedes used a single over-head camshaft, Pickard-Pictet tried 
the Argyll sleeve-valve engine. They also used 4 wheel brakes along 
with Peugot, Delage and Fiat. Long stroke engines were still popular, 
93mm bore and 165mm stroke. 
   Noticeable is the exclusion of American cars. Since the turn of the 
century , American motoring sport took a separate path even though the 
Mercer was one of the best cars. Their  endeavors were more noted for 
their technical interest.  
   The 1903 Gordon Bennett Winton had a horizontal 8 cylinder engine.  
The 1906 Christie had a transversally-mounted front-wheel drive unit. 
The 1908 Vanderbilt Cup race (in America) was won in a Locomobile 
which “took an ox to turn the wheel, there was 110 lbs. of pressure on 
the clutch pedal and after you’d pushed it down every minute or so for 4 
1/2 hours you walked sideways”, said driver George Robertson. 
   1911 was the 1st Indianapolis Speedway 500 race which was won by 
Ray Harroun driving a Marmon.. 
   Early racing was tough. Tough on the drivers and the machines they 
muscled around the countryside, rutted dirt roads, open cabins, in rain or 
shine. They were often out of touch with pit crews, and drivers and their 
mechanics had to make major repairs unaided. Changing tires and 
straightening axles were commonplace.  
   Symbolic of the spirit of “the heroic days” was the exploit of Fernand 
Charron, who stranded on a LeMans race due to a damaged gear box, 
turned the car around and completed the last 40 kms in reverse.  
   He was just  one of the very many courageous, daring, ingenious  per-
sons in our automobile history that lead up to the fabulous automobiles 
of the CCCA era that still look and perform to this very day. 
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       Tech Corner 
                    By Carl Stewart 

For Sale 

1948 Lincoln  
Continental  Cabriolet 

Runs well 
Solid CA Classic Car 

858-693-1456 
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Scenic Driving Tour of 
Coronado 

 and the Coronado Silver Strand, and San Diego 
historic downtown concluding at Mission Beach 

at the Bahia Hotel for lunch                                                

 
 Sunday, August 20, 2017 

   Gather at 9:30 AM, depart on tour at 10:00 AM 
 

       Begin at the parking lot at the west end of the “ Clairemont 

Drive East Mission Bay Drive” ,  exit #22, off of I-5.  ( It was called 

the “ Information Center ”  for 45 years, and the deserted building is 

still there as a way to locate our starting point. But modern maps no 

longer denote an “ information center ”  at this location. )  

     

 

 

    


